Lipoarabinomannan inhibits nonopsonic binding of Mycobacterium tuberculosis to murine macrophages.
The initial phagocytic interaction between Mycobacterium tuberculosis and macrophages (M phi) in the lung is probably nonopsonic, which would mean that M phi receptors will bind directly to bacterial ligands without the involvement of serum opsonins. Lipoarabinomannan (LAM) is a major component of the cell wall of mycobacteria. The possibility that LAM is involved in the nonopsonic binding of M. tuberculosis to M phi was investigated by using competitive inhibition assays. LAM inhibited binding of M. tuberculosis to murine peritoneal M phi in a dose-dependent manner. LAM also inhibited the binding of Mycobacterium avium and Mycobacterium bovis BCG to M phi. Phosphatidylinositol mannoside and lipomannan have the same phosphatidylinositol (PI) moiety as LAM, but differ in their glycosylation patterns. Both molecules inhibited binding of M. tuberculosis to M phi. Deacylation of LAM abrogated its capacity to inhibit binding of M. tuberculosis to M phi. These observations indicated that it was the PI moiety of LAM that was important in mediating its inhibitory properties. In support of this hypothesis, commercial PI was shown to inhibit the binding of M. tuberculosis to M phi. Our results suggest that cellfree LAM is able to inhibit the binding of mycobacteria to M phi, but that it does not do so by competing with any interaction between M phi receptors and cell-associated LAM, because the PI end of the molecule is believed to be anchored in the bacterial plasma membrane, and therefore not available as a ligand on the cell surface. However, LAM that is released from M. tuberculosis in the course of its active replication during infection may be able to interfere with the phagocytic clearance of mycobacteria.